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laws"~the one against public speaking. Frank Stephens was
arrested after delivering a brilliant oration. The zealots saw in
this incident a chance for publicity which might attract sym-
pathy to their cause. Accordingly, they planned to be arrested
one after another, and wired an invitation to Henry George:
"Do you wish to personally test the law? Sentence for 30 days
certain/'
George's answer and reaction may have been surprising, hut
they were characteristic of his stand on such matters. He re-
plied:
I do not shirk unpleasantness in the discharge of duty but I do
not want to put myself, or have the Single Tax put in a false position,
and it seems to me that the committee is taking a false position. The
point where issue is being joined does not involve the right of free
speech, but the right to disregard local ordinances and the action of
local authorities, as to the use of streets. It is doubtless true that
the authorities are moved by a spirit opposed to the Single Tax;
but so far as they have acted, their right to act does not seem to be
questionable.
Our work in the Single Tax is to arouse the intellect and conscience
of men. This cannot be done by irritating prejudice, still less by
arousing adversely a proper state respect	I admire the zeal of
these men, but not their discretion; and I fear to trust great mat-
ters to zeal untempered by discretion.7
The "Delaware Campaign"—as such—gradually petered out.
In the spring of 1895, Mr. and Mrs. George gave up the 19th
Street House and went alone into the peace of Merriewold
woods. This sylvan retreat was one of the sweetest of their
experiences. Mrs. George did all the cooking (she knew how to
concoct other things than black fruitcake now) and the house-
work. George did literally hew the wood and draw the water.
When the autumn came the family went to live at Fort
Hamilton in one of the oldest houses in New York State. It
was the Stanton Cottage, overlooking the Narrows and opposite
Fort Wadsworth. Across the road was the home of Tom John-
son's father, Col. Albert W. Johnson.
Here "Tom L." came often to rest. The cares of the steel
magnate-congressman were laid aside while he played like a
boy. When the tide was high, he joined the swimmers at the
Johnson pier,, and in twenty feet of water would gleefully float

